
Reduce costs and improve trial outcomes with the Patient Proximity API. 

What it is

The Patient Proximity API enables a patient-centric approach to site 
selection by providing granular patient population information across 
a network of 1.6 million health care professionals (HCPs) in the U.S. 
Improved insights can be gained by integrating this real-world data 
alongside our detailed site and investigator profi les and proprietary 
performance metrics. Now you can zero in on sites and relevant 
investigators and physicians with potential patient pools, 
reducing costs and improving overall trial outcomes. 

The Patient Proximity API
Find the right investigators and sites for your clinical 
trial using granular, real-world data.



How it helps

Increase effi  ciency and gain greater insights into study feasibility, site selection, and 
investigator prioritization.

Use the Patient Proximity API to:

-  Support your patient-centric approach to site selection by identifying optimal clinical sites and 
investigators based on potential patient population and proximity

-  Understand size of potential patient referral networks with our extended HCP coverage

-  Evaluate the site and investigator landscape and prioritise through integration of patient counts 
and proximity alongside your proprietary performance metrics

-  Enrich existing intelligence SiteTrove Investigator and Site profi les and assess using a combination 
of experience, availability and potential patient availability

-  Eliminate manual integration of diff erent datasources, saving you time and delivering 
powerful analysis

How it works

The Patient Proximity API allows your systems to directly access and integrate granular real-world 
data including: 

-  Aggregated Site and Investigator-level views of potential patient populations and proximity

-  Extended ICD10 analysis of  more than 2900 codes including a number of rare diseases with granular 
pre-calculated patient and physician counts and demographic information

-  Patient counts for over 1.6 million US-based HCPs consisting of 880K+ physicians and 750k+ other 
HCPs, including naïve investigators with potential for running or advising on studies like yours.

-  Coverage across the equivalent of 3.6bn patient lives

Locate precisely the personnel you need for study success, with fl exible options to drill down for 
granular results:

-  Select by ICD10 codes for patient population data within a specifi c disease. Indexes can be fi ltered by 
site level aggregation, patient gender, and patient age

-  Search for, identify, and visualize target clinical sites based on the proximity of the potential patient 
pools and HCP networks in the U.S. 

-  Use geocodes to plot the investigators, physicians, or HCPs in Patient Proximity against your own data

Lower trial costs. Better trial outcomes. The new Patient Proximity API. 

To learn more and understand how the powerful Patient Proximity API can increase your odds for 
clinical trial success, please visit: pharmaintelligence.informa.com or email: Pharma@informa.com
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